Foreman - Bug #32217
OS search on host list is broken
03/26/2021 05:07 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
Category: Inventory
Target version:
Difficulty:
Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8417
Triaged: No
Fixed in Releases: 2.3.4, 2.4.1, 2.5.0
Bugzilla link: Found in Releases: 1.24.0, 2.4.0

Description
When on the host list you click on the OS it searches for it but can't find anything. This regression was introduced in #15406.

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Refactor #15406: Move puppet_environment overview field ... Closed
Related to Foreman - Bug #17279: Host page Operating System should search tit... Closed 11/08/2016

Associated revisions
Revision b6fa01d6 - 03/29/2021 10:38 AM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
Fixes #32217 - Correct OS search on host list
377ff67bbe3c2d86bb3b16d680 introduced a regression and changed the OS search on the host list from os_title = "#{host.os.title}" to os_description = "#{host.os.desc}". This reverts commit dc4cc33745c7e6bbf321e4271686a02399d55d and also introduces a regression when it comes to spaces. Without the quotes it can't find anything.
Fixes: 377ff67bbe3c2d86bb3b16d680

History
#1 - 03/26/2021 05:08 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Related to Refactor #15406: Move puppet_environment overview field outside core's #overview_fields helper. added

#2 - 03/26/2021 05:08 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Related to Bug #17279: Host page Operating System should search title, not description. added

#3 - 03/26/2021 05:09 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8417 added

#4 - 03/29/2021 10:38 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.5.0 added

03/28/2022
#5 - 03/29/2021 11:01 AM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman/b8a01d631c0b72266063c48c55a0b7d14839e.

#6 - 03/29/2021 12:46 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Fixed in Releases 2.3.4, 2.4.1 added